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CHAPTER I
I
STATKltENT OF PROBLEM
Each year during the months of April, May, and June
there are many questions relative to the promotion of
children at all grade levels. In grades one and two,
reading achievement is one of the most important factors
/
in the promotion of children. In grades above the second,
j
reading is no longer the one subject upon which promotion
j
is based, but reading does limit the success that
j
individual children can accomplish in other school subjects.
In June 1944 more than 50^ of the pupils in the
sixth grade of one elementary school in a realdentlal town
in greater Boston were reading below grade level. This
fact was disturbing to the writer because the median I, Q,
in the town was reported to be in the vicinity of 112,
which is above the average. Therefore it seemed only
j
reasonable to expect that a much larger proportion of the
class should read at or above grade level at the end
of grade six.
There were many possible reasons for the poor reading
achievement. The followlnr; were considered:
1, The teaching in grade six might have been inferior,
2, The necessary time might not have been alloted
for reading in grade six,
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3* The readinr aystesi used might have been responsible.
4. The reading tests used nay have been a poor
measure of the achievement of the class.
5. An epidemic of diseases and poor attendance in
grade si:r might have affected the reading program.
6. A weakness in the skills of reading might have
existed throughout the elementary ;7rades.
In following up the above possibilities it was found
that the test results at the end of the previous year
showed that the children were reading in about the same
relative position in both grade five and six.
The tests used in grade six were tho advanced battery
of the Iowa Standard Achievement in which the reading
material was of a factual nature rather than fictional as
I
had been tho case in the Iowa Standard Achievement teat
used in grades 3, 4, and 5. Although this change is
Important the fact that the reading disability was apparent
in grade five would seem to indicate that the test used
was not the reason for poor achievement in sixth grade
reading.
The weakness in the skills of reading which was
present could not be accounted for exactly because there
were so many uncontrollable factors such as, differences
in teaching, attendance in school, physical and emotional
handicaps, different standards of promotion and differences
in home background, all of which certainly Influence
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readlnjg achievement. As this was the situation it seemed
that there would he little use in considering further the
teaching In grade six, the time allotted, the present
reading system and continued absence as causes for the poor
reading achievement in the sixth grade. It did seem, how-
ever, that there were some established factors such as the
intelligence quotient and standard tests which might be
analyzed to determine the relationships of reading
achievement in the elementary school.
In the files of the Guidance Department, which were
available for use in this study, there were standard
intelligence and achievement tests for all children in the
elementary schools during the period from 1939 through and
including 1944. Gates Reading Tests had been given to
grades one and two. In grade three tliere had been a change
to the Iowa Reading Tests which were given in grades
3, 4, 5 & 6.
The results of the Gates Reading Test had been
tabulated as word recognition and word meaning. These two
scores had been averaged and termed Reading Age#
The results of the Iowa Reading test given in grades
three through six, were tabulated as reading comprehension,
and reading vocabulary In terras of grade level. These
two scores were not averaged as reading grade.
The Stanford-Blnet Intelligence Tests had been given
by the same examiner to the children during the kindergarten
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Tho rmtoriiki avallsiblo to use seoniecl to offer b
challon^o to conparo the relative position of readlnc
achloversont at the end of grade one with the relative
position of reading achlcvewont at the end of rrade six*
?or it would secs that a weakness in tlu skills and
teclinlques of reading night ^Jroll start with a poor
achiever^nt In reading in grade ono* If this should be the
oasOf first grade achlcveirent^ as measured by standard tests
would be a very isiportant factor In considering promotion
fron grade ono, Purthomors, the standard teat res'alts
at the end of grade one, might bo used to predict the
achlevcnont of reading at the end of grade six*
Hie Influonoo of tlie level of the Intelllgonoe
quotient In relation to reading aohiovOKont an>^ its value
in progziosls for sixth grade is also a c^unllenge by the
matorlal which Is available for use In this study*
The f robIan
In considering the true factors r»ntIoned above,
nanoly, the relative position of reaiing achleveraent In
grades one and six and the Influsnce of the Intelligence
Quotient in reading achlcveraont the following prcblesa was
developed*
1* ’.vhat does relative rank In reading achievement as
shown by standard ts^it scores at el:kO end of crade one,
predict as to reading placement in ^rade six?
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8* lo tbe Intolli^enoe Qiiotlent a r^ore reliaM®
pr«ciictlon Tor relative plaocnentt
roc« the consideration of both first
achlcvo£sent as shown by standard tost scoros^ and tl^ys
Intelllc^^cnoe C>aotlont Increase the a>^ouraoy of prediction?
Although tl)e writer aoaae interestocl In the
probles! through the reading situation in one school^ It
seemed wise to use tlie test results In all i.lementary
schools In town*
i
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CHAFTEH II
lUIATED RESiJ^RCH
Ho topic In eciucailonai lltei*ature hao a wider
popular appeal than prognosis* Every man, wonan and
child la at one or another absorbingly Interested In
his future and the pronlse of those with whom lie Is
associated* parents nudce froQuent predictions about their
children* !^any times theso forecasts are based upon
wlshfull thinking* Children at play predict which of
their number will lead them In winning a ^rame* Elementary
school teachers predict which of their pupils will do
satisfactory work in the next grade* In fact predictions
are made In ©very area of living*
The literature related to pro/*nosls In the elementary
school Is vast and varied* Studies of genetic develop-
ment and growth of the child, of maturation levels, of
the constarxy of the I, Q* and of related problems are
more or less related with prognosis*
In this study, which Is dealing with prognosis in
the field of reading, the related research may be
classified under Uie following lu9aclln:;s:
4
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1* Factors influencing the accuracy of prediction.
2. The value of Intelligence Tests in prognosis.
3. The prediction of first grade achievement.
4. The use of prognosis in schools beyond the
elementary school.
Factors Inf luenc ing the Accuracy of Prornosis
1
Stoudard in 1925 made the following statement:
Prediction which begins with "I think this will
happen" and a semester or year later ends with "I told you
so” is worth nothing. It has merely satisfied an
Intellectual curiosity. If no change has been made in the
machinery for taking care of differently equlped children,
if the instructor has paid no attention to these
differences, if pupils are all forced to go through the
same program at the same rate it is doubtful that the
widespread use of prognostic tests can be justified.
2
In 1930 Stoddard stated tliat good ends would be
served by tests which will indicate what performance the
1
2
George D. Stoddard, Iowa Placement Ezamination»
University of Iowa, studies In Education. Vol. Ill
No. 2 August 1925
George D. Stoddard: ”The Use of Quantitative Measurement
In Inducting the Student into Institution of Higher
Learning and in Predicting his Academic Success.”
Quantitative Measurement in Institutions of Higher Learnlri
Cnlcago, University of Chicago Press l93b ppIX 253 p. cot
J
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student will show, assuming a constant educational
environment. If the coefficients of correlation are •
then lowered (as Is the case In most advanced colleges)
by the -simple expedient of not working for determinism,
this fact should be accepted by all concerned as a mark
of progress.
Ross and Hooks ^ found that guidance In the secondary
school Is dependent upon the ability to predict achievement.
The basis of prediction must satisfy the criteria of
validity, reliability, and usability. The data most
valuable to them was a combination of the record of the
elementary school which would Include age, grade progress,
attendance, and marks. The grade school records seemed to
be the most reliable and also the most available.
achievement for 800 Pupils. The coefficient of correlation
varied from 21 to 71. Further he concluded that:
C. C. Ross and N. J. Kooks. "How Shall ?.'e Predict High
School Achievement." Journal of Educational Research:
22, 184, 96
,
^
;
4
R. W. Emlston: "Methods of Improving Prediction."
School and Society
.
33: 411-14 Mr. *31
4Emlston correlated raw Intelligence scores with
c
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1. Objective tests are a definite aid in furnishing
data for more appropriate school marks* 2. Sven with
objective tests, better supervision with more definite
goals improves evaluation of pupils* work. 3. Pupil
groups of low ability require more thorough testing to
obtain more reliable term marks. 4. Teaching for tests
should be condemned as the Infomation learned is not
lasting. 5. Rfore thorough methods of eaching that go
back to fundamental causes more than repay the time
Invested. 6. Some teachers are very unfair in reporting
marks. 7. School marks must be very carefully determined
if they are of value in prediction.
5
In 1932 St. John carried on an experiment with
children in grades 1 through 6 and concluded that November
test scores were more predictive of achievement over one
period than were the tests given in June. He feels that
there is need for further long time study in this area.
0Poder states tliat, ideally, measurement of growth
should be continuous throughout the entire educational
career of each person and comparable from school to school.
Entrance examinations serve in lieu of this. The predictive
5
C. W. St. John: "Some Evidences of .Effects of the Pupils
Classroom Adjustment upon his Achievement Test Performance”.
Journal of Educational Psychology : 23: 489-404 »32
D. D. Peder: "Evaluation of Some Problems in the
Prediction of Achievement At the College Level”. Journal
of Educational Psychology. 26: 597-603 N. *35
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value of entrance exaralnat ions diminishes after the
first semester and markedly after the first year* Ke
further states that, 1. The fimction of prediction is
to facilitate guidance and not to achieve rigid* determinism*
2* At the college level the -predictive coefficient should
logically he expected to decrease under improved instruc-
tion and guidance* 3* The best basis for prediction is
an objective ciimulatlve record of achievement. The next
best is a pre-lnstructional test* 4* Prognostic subject
matter tests are ‘‘'etter for prediction than a general
ability test.
The factors that influence the accuracy of prognosis
that have been reported in the preceedlng paragraphs seem
to Indicate that school marks because of their inconsistency
and unreliability are of little value for prediction*
Standard tests, on the other hand, are more controlled
because of their construction and study in the establish-
ment of norms, and when given under ideal conditions should
be a good basis for prognosis* It is further indicated
that standard tests given in Koveraber are more reliable
for prediction than tests given in June*
A real challenge is given to teachers in that
improved instruction and guidance will decrease the
coefficient of correlation between prediction and achieve-
ment •
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The Value of Intelll^:ence Teats in Prop;nosis
7Ruth Strang stated that: 1. The correlation
coefficients between certain total reading scores and
Intelligence lies between .50 and .70 when group tests are
used. 2. The more intelligent children are growing
toward higher maxima and begin and end their reading
development at earlier ages than do the lower intelligent
groups. On the other hand, rates of growth are nearly
equal and the times required for development are nearly
the same. In other words, the reading curve of a boy
with an average I. Q. of 111 is higher than, but runs
parallel to the reading curve of a boy with an average
1. Q. of 97. Thus the I. Q. seems to be a potent factor
in determining reading performance at a given time and
also the maxima toward which a child 1s growing.
The implication for guidance and prognosis from this
study are: 1. Verbal I. Q. tests may give misleading
estimate of mental ability of individuals who are
seriously retarded in reading and language ability.
2. Because group intelligence tests and reading compre-
hension have so much in common, a reading test might be
used in educational guidance especially in talking with
^ Ruth Strang: ”Relat ionship Between Certain Aspects of
Intelligence and Certain Aspects of Reading'*. Sducational
and Psychological Measurement . Vol. 13 No. 4 3S5-359, 1944

parents* A parent might understand poor reading ability
when he wouldn’t understand a discussion of I* Q*
0
F^illard stated that the reading achievement of
children of every age from 7 to 11 in the upper intelligence
group in superior to those of the lower intelligence group#
9
lilltchell found that children who score in the
lower fifth of the class as measured by intelligence tests
at the beginning of high school have 21 times as many
chances to drop out as do those in the upper fifth.
10
Krueger in 1939 found that the grade I. Q,
correlation shows a closer correspondence than that of I. Q*
and individual classes# That is, a pupil nay fell below
in some subject and above in others, but for all grades
he can be expected to average near his ability#
True found that the coefficient of correlation
varied from 10 to 85 with an average of 50 in his study
of the relation of reading end intelligence. lie concluded
Cecil V. Millard: '’The Nature and Character of Pre-
Adolescent Growth in Reading”# Child Development XI *40 71-105
9
C# Mitchell: "Prognostic Value of Intelligence Tests”#
Journal of Educational Reaearch 28: 577-81
10
R. L# Krueger; ”Grades and the I# Q”# School and Society
50: 60-4 *39
11
True: ”Relatlon of Intelligence to General Progress
in Reading”# Encyclopedia of Educational Research P# 9
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further that the correlation was the highest in grades
5 and 6, The correlations were higher for group
Intelligence tests than for individual Benet.
12
Main and Horn in working with children In the
90-109 I. Q. group found that only 43;^ of the normal
children completed the elementary grades without repeating*
The variable most closely associated with non promotion
appears to be I, Q, as the numbers of failures Increased
as the intelligence range decreased from 103 to 93*
The use of the Intelligence Ouotlent In prognosis
is a recognized fact. Among children of low Intelligence
It determines tho placement, approach to teaching and
limits directly the kinds of skills any Individual Is
expected to learn. In this study the typical child is
not considered. The Influence of Intelligence in children
with an intelligence quotient of 80 and above seems to
he the area of interest.
The research in this area reveals that the correlation
between Intelligence and achievement ranges from .50 to .70.
In all studies reported showing the relationship between
reading and Intelligence, group intelligence tests showed
a better correlation than individual tests did. The
achievement of the children In the upper intelligence group
Main, L. and E. A. Horn: ”The Hate of School Progress
of Children in the 90-109 I. Q. Group”. Journal of
Educational Research 32; 561-9 Ap. '39
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was superior to that in other croups while in the group
with an inteiilgence quotiont of from 103-90 failures
increased as the I* Q* decreased*
The value of the I* 0. as a factor In prognosis is
well ostaMlshed by the research reported.
The rediction of -Irat Qrsde Achiever.^’nt
13
I'orpbet and Washburn compared the pro.jress of first
grade children of different C. A. and M, A. levels In
vocabulary master, oral reading, and general reading
progress and concluded that: 1. an M. A* of 6.5 is the
optlnum tine at which to begin to teach reading. 2* f-ome
pupils between the K. A. or C.O and 6.5 made satisfactory
progress.
The conclusions of Korphet and Washb\im were similar
14
to those of Raybold
.
He concluded that pupils with a
mental ace of 76 months made more rapid progress in
learning to read than those who were less xature*
15
Dean ojperlrented with two readiness tests end
K. A* and found that: 1* Only a slightly increased
correlation was obtained when either of the two readiness
13
Korphet and Washburn: "When Should Children Bogin to
Road?** Elementary school Journal 31, 493-503 *31
14
Raybold: elementary "^ohool Journal 31: pp. 531-46
1
K
C* f'. Dean: "Predicting First Orade Achievement***
Llerieatary Tichool Journal 39, pp 309-16 April 1939
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teats were conhlned with M. A* 2. When all three were
conhlned the result y/as hut little greater than the
correlation between M. A. and reading achievement*
3, The relation of K* A. to reading achievement is .62.
The optimum K. A. required to do average work in first
grade reading was found to be 6 years and 6 month.
4. Readiness tests showed a correlation of .59 and .41
1_6
which were lower than for K. A. A study by West with
731 college students concluded that seldom in Educational
Prognosis does a third factor appreciably Increase
prognosis. This study agrees in part with the findings
of Dean.
17Gates found that teats which measure reading
progress 2 or 3 weeks after entering school, give on the
whole, satisfactory predictions of reading ability at
mid year. Ho further found that the predictive value of
a particular test ve.rlss with the teaching method. The
better a teacher adjusts her work to a child* s special
abilities, as revealed by the readiness tests, the better
the prediction made by the test.
C. V/. West; "Practical Statistics of Prediction".
Journal of EJtperimental Education . 3; 190-203 War. *35
17
A. I. Gates: "Experimental Eval\iation of Reading
Readiness Tests". Elementary School Journal 39;
497-508 Mr. *39
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Teegarden found In general that pupils who had
kindergarten training made more rapid progress in reading
than did children without such trainir^.
The importance of a chlld^s readiness to begin read-
ing has been well established in the research so far
reported. It seems to be an accepted fact that the optlmuia
mental age for beginning reading is between six and six
and one half years. Readiness tests are not as reliable
for predicting success as mental age is. V?hen the two
are combined the correlation is a little higher tiian that
for mental age alone, but the Increase is so small the
value in combining them is doubtful. The real value of
readiness tests seems to be that they reveal strengths
and weaknesses of the child which the skilled teacher can
use to guide the child successfully throughout his first
grade year.
Children who attended kindergarten seem to make more
rapid progress in reading than those who have the sa:ne
mentel ago, but have not had the advantage of the rich
experiences of a year in the kindergarten.
To summarize, a child with the mental age of G years
and 6 months, v/ho has completed kindergarten should be
able to do first grade v/ork successfully.
Teagarden: "Tests for the Tendency for Reversals in
Reading”. Journal of Educational Research *28- 81-97
Oct. 1933.
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The Use of Prof:no3i8 Peyond the Eleiiientary School
19Nemzek and De Heua found that achievement scores
alone were almost as effective for prediction as was the
comJ)lnation of mechanical apptitude and intelligence
tests in prognosis in academic subjects. The correlations
were negligible when made between industrial art marks
and C. A. or mechanical aptitude test scores*
20
Acams in a study to predict high school and college
records from elementary school test data found that;
1* Average high school graduates and college freshmen
tend to come from the chronological younger half of the
I
elementary school* This group would be the older M. A*
I half and higher in I. Q* 2* I. Q* during the later
elementary school period seemed to predict best the college
freshman aptitude test results* 3* The relative freshman
work was best foretold by the high school achievement
record* 4* The combined relative standing of students
in grade six with respect to I* Q. and Standard Achieve-
ment tests may be a superior prediction for relative
achievement in high school. 5* Little justification
would seem to be found for extensive predictions of
subsequent academic histories of students from the
products of a minimum testing program during later
C. L* Nemzek and J* L. De Heusj ’’Prediction of Academic
and Non Academic marks in Junior High School" • School and
Society 50; 670-2
20
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eleinentary school grades*
21
Aoains continued the ahov© study to find the
relationship between college degrees and the elementary
school I* Q. He concluded that: 1. Elementary school
students later entering college tend to be of higher I* Q*
College freshmen who obtain a B* S. average higher than
students who drop out* 2. College students still working
on their first degrees tend to be of lower I* Q* 3* About
4/5 of the college freshmen and nearly 9/10 of the
students obtaining B. S. degrees rank above the average
I* Q* of their classmates in the later elementary school
grades* 4* The- I* Q. level of 101 was more frequent
among college freshmen while the I* of 119 appears to
be proportionately more frequent among college graduates
than among college freshmen. 5* V/lthin the group where
honors can be granted, pupils may possess higher I* Q*
on the average than their classmates with no degree*
Research in the area beyond the elementary school
has little significance to this study* It does show how-
ever, that elementary school achievement tost records are
most valuable in guidance through high school and even
into college#
21
P* J* Adams: "College Degrees and Elementary School
I* Q*"* Jcurn&l of Educational Psychology. 31: 360-8 Jty *40
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CHAFTER III
THE STUDS’
Restatement of Problem
1. What does relative rank in reading achievement
as shown in grade one predict as to relative rank in
grade six?
2. Is the Intelligence Quotient a more reliable
prediction for relative placement?
3. Does the consideration of both first grade reading
achievement and Intelligence Quotient increase the accuracy
of prediction?
Data Available to Use
In the files of the Guidance Department, which were
available for use in this study, there were standard
Intelligent and Achievement test results for all children
in the Elementary Schools, for the period from 1939
through and including 1944* Gates Reeding Tests had been
given in grades one and two. In grade three it had been
necessary to change from the Gates Test to the Iowa Reading
Tests which were given in grades three, four, five and six.
There were three hundred and seventy-three children
in the first grades in the six Elementary Schools in 1939.
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Two hundred and five or Pifty-slx percent of these three
hundred and seventy-three children remained together as
a constant group through the six grades. There were many
additions to the class, hut as a constant group was
desired, these were not used.
The two hundred and five children were used for this
study as they had been schooled by the same Philosophy
of Education and taught the same Reading System. The only
variable would be In the teaching staff In the eleven
grades of the six Elementary Schools.
Stanford-Benet Intelligence Tests liad been adminis-
tered by a single examiner to all the pupils In this group
when they were in the Kindergarten. As these testa were
given by the same examiner they should be reliable, at
least, for comparison.
In this study the relative achievement In reading
at the first grade level Is being compared with the
achievement In sixth grade reading. Therefore the test
results at the end of grade one and grade six were chosen
as the most valuable data.
The Intelligence Quotient for each child was valuable
as a possible valid measure of predicting achievement.
Description of Data
The test scores for the Gates Reading Tests, which
were used in grade one, had been recorded in terms of
Reading Age. The scores for the Iowa Reading Tests which
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were used In grade six were recorded in terras of Reading
Grade* In order to express the results in similar
terms both were converted to percentiles. The grade six
scores were given for achievement in reading vocabulary
and for reading comprehension.
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CHART I
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DECILE POSITION
OP READING AGE III GRADE I AND THE DECILE
POSITION OF READING COMPREHENSION IN GMDE
SIX FOR 205 CHILIJBEN
Graae 6 Deciles 4::
6 8 26 22 20 29 9 34 24 27
10 S 3 1 1 2 $ d 23
9 3 3 3 4 1 2 5 3 22
8 1 3 2 2 2 1 4 2 3 20
7 2 2 2 2 4 1 3 4 1 21
6 1- 3 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 20
5 4 3 3 3 2 3 2 4 24
4
'
1 1 3 1 2 1 2 11
3 3 4 1 4 1 6 1 1 21
2 1 1 4 1 4 3 4 4 1 23
1 1 5 2 4 4 4 20
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10 Grade
205
Chart I shows that a first grade decile position
of Reading Age gives very poor Indication of sixth grade
achievement In Reading Comprehension.
There were six children In the first decile In grade
one. One was In the first decile, four centered In the
fourth decile and one was In the sixth decile In grade six.
Eight children fell In the second decile In grade one.
These fell into two groups In grade six. One well above the
median and one well below. There were three children in the
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third and one child in each of the second and fourth deciles.
The other group has two children in the seventh and one
child in the eighth deciles. Twenty-six children were in
the third decile in grade one. They ranged from five
children in the first decile to two children in the tenth
decile in grade six.
If the first three deciles were combined there would
be forty children or twenty percent of the class.
Seventeen of this group made scores above the median in
Reading Comprehension at the sixth grade level. Evidently
a child who scored low in Reading score in grade one has
a fifty-fifty chance of scoring above the median in Reading
comprehension in grade six.
The entire chart shows that one hundred and six
children out of the two hundred and five fell above the
median for grade six.
Chart I shows that there 1s little basis for
prediction of achievement in sixth grade Heading compre-
hension through the use of the decile position of Reading
Age in grade one.
Intellir;once uotient As A Basis Of Prediction
•Is the Intelligence Quotient a more reliable basis
for prediction of relative placement in Heading
Comprehension in grade six?
Chart I was divided as follows according to
Intelligence Quotient levels. Chart II shows the relative
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placemont of children with an I. Q. one hundred ten and
above. Chart III shows the relative placement of the
children with an I. Q. below one hundred and ten.
CHART II
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DECILE POSITION
OF READING AGS IN GRADE ONE AND THE DECILE
POSITION OF RH/J)INO COHPREHENSION IN GRADE
SIX FOR 143 CHILDREN WITH AN INTELLIGENCE
QUOTIEITT OF ONE HUNDRED AND TEN AND iiBOVE.
Grade 6 Deciles
4 4 16 17 14 18 8 22 18 22 143
10 2 2 2 nr"T” 3 9 20
9 1 2 1 3 1 2 5 3 18
8 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 13
7 1 3 2 2 3 1 12
6 1 3 2 1 1 1 4 1 2 16
5 3 • 1 3 2 2 2 1 3 17
4 1 3 2 2 2 1 11
3 2 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 13
2 1 1 2 1 2 5 1 13
1 4 1 3 1 1 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 9 10 Gr. 1
Chart II shows the relationship between the docile
position of reading age in grade one and the decile
position of reading grade in grade six for children with
an Intelligence Quotient one hundred and ten and above.
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Four children were in the first decile in grade one.
In grade six three children were in the fifth and one
child was in the sixth deciles. Pour children were in
the second decile in grade one. In grade six one child
was in the second decile, two children were in the third
decile and one child was in the eighth decile. Sixteen
children v/ere in the third decile in grade one. In grade
six they ranged from four in decile one to two in decile
ten. The median of this group was between the fourth and
fifth deciles.
The chart in its entirety shows that seventy-nine
out of one hundred and forty-three children fell above
the median for the sixth grade. It is significant to note
that five or twenty-three percent of the children in the
tenth decile in grade one are below the median in grade
six. Seventeen or soventy-seven percent of the children
who were in the tenth decile in grade one remained above
the median in grade six. However, nine or forty percent
of the children in the tenth decile in grade one remained
in the tenth decile in grade six.
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CHART III
THE RELATIONSHIP BET^Vi'EN THE DECILE POSITION
OF READING AGE IN GRADS ONE AND READING
COIvIPREHENSION IN GR;iDE SIX FOR 59 CHILDREN
WITH AN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT BELOW ONE
HUIIDRSD AlTD TEN.
Grade 6 Deciles
2 5 8 4 10 2 11 59
10
9
8
7
6
6
4
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1 1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1 1
2
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
6
9
5
6
4
6
6
12
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart III shows the decile position for Reading Age
in grade one and the decile position for Reading Compre-
hension in grade six for the children with an Intelligence
Quotient below one hundred and ten.
Two children fell in the first decile in grade one.
One child remained in the first decile, the other child
fell in docile five in grade six. Five children fell in
decile tv;o in grade one. In grade six one child fell in
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each of the deciles, three^ four and five. Two children were
«
in the seventh decile. Eight children fell in decile
three in grade one. In grade six one child fell in each
of the second and eighth deciles. Two children were in
decile three and five children were in decile seven.
If the lower three deciles were conbined there would
be fifteen or approximately twenty-five percent of the
group. Six of these children made scores above the median
in grade six. Evidently a child with an Intelligence
Quotient of .less than one hundred and ten who scores in
the lower three deciles in 'first grade reading, has two
chances in five of being above the median in Reading
Comprehension in grade six.
The data presented in Charts II and III show that:
1. Forty- foiu» percent of the group with an Intelli-
gence Quotient belov; one h\indred and ten fell above the
median in grade six.
2. Fifty-five percent of the group with an Intelligence
Quotient of one hundred and ton or above fell above the
median in grade six.
3. Seventy-seven percent of the children in the tenth
decile in the upper intelligence group remained above the
median of the class in grade six. Only one child or twenty-
five percent of the children In the lov/er Intelligence
Quotient that were in decile ten in grade one was able to
remain above the median in grade six.
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Further Consideration Of Date:
These three charts so far considered have shown that
there is some basis for prediction of achievement in
Reading Comprehension in grade six by a careful consider-
ation of the decile position of Reading ilge in grade one,
and the Intelligence Quotient of the child. As the chance
of prediction was not as high as had been hoped for it
seemed wise to re-examine the data Involved.
In grade six the scores so far used v;ere for Reading
Comprehension, evaluated separately from Reading Vocabulary.
Vi'hereas in grade one the Reading Age scores had included
word recognition as such, it seemed more consistent to
incorporate vocabulary scores in both years.
The tost results available in both 1939 and 1944,
tabulated scores for both Reading Cauprehension and Reading
Vocabulary separately. The data used in the study so far,
used these combined scores in grade one but not in grade six.
Therefore, the two scores in grade six were averaged. The
result, which we will call Reading grade, was believed to
be a more comparable measure to be used with grade one
scores of Roading Age.
A new distribution was necessary for the derived
Reading Grade in order to obtain the percentile position
of each Reading Grade score.
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CE/iRT IV
TEE RELATIONSHIP BET-v/EEN THE DECILE POSITION
OP READING AGE IN GRADE ONE AND THE DECILE
POSITION OF READING GRADE IN GRADE SIX FOR 203
CHILDREN
Grade 6 Deciles
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
6 13 20 26 18 26 23 32 16 23
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
4
3
1
4
3
T
5
2
1
2
5
2
2
3
2
1
3
1
5
1
3
2
1
4
4
5
3
3
1
1
2
T
1
4
4
3
2
4
3
1
2
7
3
5
2
2
2
2
5
T
3
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
T
3
4
4
3
203
21
20
24
18
23
28
15
19
15
20123456789 10 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart IV shows the relationship between the decile
position of Reading Age in grade one and the decile position
of Reading Grade in grade six.
There wore six children in the first decile in grade one.
In grade six, one child was in each of the first and fourth
deciles, two children were in the fifth, and one child was in
each of the sixth and eighth deciles. Thirteen fell in the
second decile in grade one. In grade six they ranged from
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two children in the first to foin? children in the ninth
decile. Five of the children or thirty-eight percent were
above the median in grade six. Twenty children were in
the third docile in grade one. In grade six they ranged
from one child in the first decile to one child in the
ninth decile. Five children or twenty-five percent v/ere
above the median of the class.
In grade one, eighty-three of the two hundred and seven
children wore above the median. Ninety-seven children wore
below this point in grade six.
Fifty-two children, or sixty-two percent of the
children belo^v the median in grade one remained below this
point in grade six.
Slghty-flve or seventy percent of the children who were
above the median in grade one remained above it in grade six.
Chart IV does establish a positive relationship between
the docile position of Reading Age in grade one and the
decile postion of Heading Grade in grade six.
Influence Of Intelligence Quotient
Does the level of the Intelligence Quotient influence
the prediction of the relationship between the decile
postlon of Reading Age in grade one and the decile position
of Reading Grade in grade slxt
Two decile charts were made; one to show the
relationship between the decile position of Reading Age in
grade one and the decile postion of Reading Grade in
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grade six for children with an Intelligence Quotient of
one hxmdred and ten and above; the other chart to show
the same relationship for children v/ith an Intelligence
Quotient below one himdred and ton.
Cli^iRT V
THE RSLATIOHSHIP BETWEEN THE DECILE POSITION
OP READING AGE HI GRADS ONE AND THE DECILE
POSITION OF READING GRADE IN GRADE SIX FOR
THE 147 CHILDREN HAVING AN INTELLIGENCE
QUOTIENT OP ONE HUNDRED jdJD TEN AND ABOVE
Grade 6 Deciles
3 10 11 20 14 19 16 22 13 19
10 4 2 2 1 1 7 20
9 3 1 3 1 1 1 2 3 15
8 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 4 21
7 1 1 3 2 r-fo
•
3 13
6 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 3 13
5 ‘l 3 5 3 2 3 2 1 2 22
4 2 1 3 2 1 9
3 1 1 1 3 1 12
2 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 11
1 2 2 2 1 1 3 11
1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gr.l Deciles
Chart V shows the relationship between the decile
position of Reading Age in grade one and the decile position
of Reading Grade in grade six for children with an
Intelligence Quotion of one hundred and ten and above.
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Three children w re In the first decile in grade one.
In grade six there was one child in each of the fifth,
sixth and eighth deciles.
Ten children were in the second decile in grade one.
In grade six they ranged froc two children in the first to
three children in the ninth deciles. Sixty percent of
these children v;ere below tho raedian in the sixth grade.
Eleven children wero in the third decile in the first
grade. Nine or eighty-one percent of those children were
belov/ the class median in grade six.
Fifty-eight of the children were below the median in
grade one. Thirty-five children or sixty percent remained
below the median in grade six. Twenty-three children
or forty percent were able to accomplish better then
average work in sixth grade reading.
Eighty-nine children were above the median In grade
one. In grade six fifty-nine children or sixty-six per-^
cent remained above this point.
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ch;jit VI
THE HELATIOIJSIIIP BETV/SSIJ THE DECILE POSITION
OF READIIIO AGE IN GRADE ONE AND THE DECILE
POSITION OP READING GRADE IN GRADE SIX FOR 57
CHILDREN V/ITH AN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT OF
LESS THjUI ONE HUNDRED AND TEN
Grade 6 Deciles
3 3 9 6 4 7 8 10 3 4
10 1 1
9 1 2 1 1 5
8 1 2 3
7 1 1 1 2 5
6 2 1 2 3 1 1 10
5 1 2 1 1 1 6
4 1 3 2 6
3 1 1 1 1 1 2 7
2 1 1 •1 2 5
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart VI shows the relationship between the decile
position of Reading Grade in grade one and the decile
position of Reading Grade in grade six for children v;lth
an Intelligence Quotient of less than one hundred and ten.
There vrere fifteen children 'in the lower three deciles
in grade one. In grade six, four childi-en or twenty-six
percent were above the median. Eleven children or seventy-
four percent remained below this point.
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Twenty-five children were below the median in grade one.
In grade six eight children, or thirty-three percent, were
able to do better than average work. Seventeen children
or sixty-seven percent remained below the median.
In grade one there were thirty-two children above the
median of the class. In grade six sixteen children or
fifty percent remained above the median.
It is evident from Charts V and VI that the
Intelligence Quotient is an important factor in determining
the relationship between the decile position of Reading J'tge
in grade one and the decile position of Reading Grade
in grade six.
The information shown in Charts V and VI seemed to
indicate that a child with an Intelligence Quotient above
one hundred and ten had a much greater chance of success
in sixth grade reading than a child with an Intelligence
Quotient below that level. With this indication in mind
it seemed advisable to further subdivide the Intelligence
Quotient divisions so that a closer inspection nieght be made.
Foiat decile charts were made to show the relationship
'P
between the decile position of Reading Age in grade one
and the decile position of Reading Grade in grade six. at
the following Intelligence Quotient levels.
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CH.\RT VII
TEE HELATI0N3EIF BETIVSEE THE DECILE POSITION
OF HEADIIIG AGE IN GRADE ONE AND THE DECILE
POSITION OF RS/.DING GRADE IN GRADS SIX FOR
THE 75 CHILDREN WITH AN INTELLIGENCE
QUOTIENT OP ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY AND ABOVE
Grade 6 Deciles
7 4
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
5
T
4 13 8 10
1
1
1
1
1
•1
2
3
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
8 16
3 ^
2 2
3
3
2
2
1
13
11
11
8
9
9
5
3
3
3
75
12345 6789 10 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart VII shows the relationship between the decile
position of Reading Age in grade one and the decile
position of Reading Grade in grade six for children with
an Intelligence Quotient of one hundred twenty and above
•
Seventy three children, or thirty-one percent of
the class were in this group in grade one. Twenty
children, or twenty- seven percent were below the median in
grade one. In grade six ten of these children or fifty
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percent had raised their relative placement to above*
the median.
Fifty-three children or sixty-nine percent were above
the median in grade one. In grade six fortyrthree children
or eighty-one percent remained above the median of the class.
It is significant to note that twenty-foui’ children
were in deciles nine and ten in grade one. Tv/enty-one,
or ninety-one percent, of these children remained above the
median of the class in grade six.
CHART VIII
THE RELATIONSHIP BETVJEEN TEE DECILE POSITION
OP READING AGE IN GRADS ONE Al'ID THE DECILE
POSITION OP HE/J)I1:G grads in GR/iDE SIX FOR
THE 65 CHILDREN HiWING AN INTELLIGENCE
QUOTIENT PROM ONE HUNDRED AND TEN TO ONE
HUITDRED AND NINTEEN
Grade 6 Deciles158 15 654 12 65 65
10 1 7
9 1 1 1 5
8 1 1 5 1 1 7
7 2 1 5
6 1 1 5 5
5 1 5 4 1 1 10
4 1 1 2 1 5
5 1 2 4 2 1 10
2 1 2 1 1 1 1 7
1 1 1 2 1 1 2 8
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Chart VIII shows the relationship bot?/een the
decile position of Reading Age in grade one and the
decile position of Reading Grade in grade sijc for child-
ren having an Intelligence Quotient from one hundred and
ten to one himdred and ninteen.
There ware thirty-three children, or approximately
fifty percent, below the nedian in grade one. In grade
six twenty- seven, or eighty-one percent remained below
• this point*
There were thirty-two children above the median in
grade one* In grade six, ninteen children, or fifty-nine
percent, remained above the median of the class.
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CIL\RT IX
THE RELATIONSHIP BSTvVSEH THE DECILE POSITION
OP READING AGE IN GRADE ONE AND THE DECILE
POSITION OP RE/J)ING GRADE HT GRADE SIX FOR
THE 54 CHILDREN HAVING AH INTELLIGENCE
QUOTIENT PROM NrUTTY-NINS TO ONE HUND-’ED
AND NINE
Grade 6 Deciles
4 3 8 54
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1 2
1
5
3
3
9
7
5
7
6
8
§ l6 Gr . 1 Deciles
Cliart IX shows the relationship between the decile
position of Reading Age in grade one and the docile position
of Reading Grade in grade six for the children v;lth an
Intelligence Quotient from ninety-nine to one hundred and nine
Ti-^enty-four of the children iver-e below the median in
grade one. In grade six seventeen, or seventy percent, .of
the children remained below that point.
Thirty children were abo\*e the median in grad© one.
In grade six fourteen, or forty-six percent, of the
this point*
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. CHART X
THE REIx^TIOHSHIP BET’VEEN THE TECILE POSITION
OP READIHO AGE IN GRADS ONE AIH) THE DECILE
POSITION OF READIITG GRADE IN GRADE SIX
FOR 5 CHILDREN WITH AN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT
OF EIGriTY-NI13 AND BELOW
Grade 6 Deciles
1 1 5
10 ‘
9
.
8
7 11 2
6 1 1
5
4
3
2 1 12
1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart X shows the relationship of the decile position
of Reading Age in grade one and the decile position of
Reading Grade in grade six for children with an Intelligence
Quotient of eighty-nine and below.
There v/ere only five children in this group. The
range was so great at both the first and the sixth grade
levels that no trond is indicated.
Summary Of Charts VII
.
VIII
. ^ And X
Charts VII, VIII, IX and X which shaw the relationship
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between the decile position of Reading in grade one
and the decile position of Readiiig Grade in grade six
at four Intelligence ;?uotient levels show that in the
group of:
1. Children with an Intelligence Quotient of one
hundred and twenty and above, fifty, or sixty-eight percent,
of the seventy- tliree children were above the class in
grade six regardless of first grade placement.
2. Children v#ith an Intelligence Quotient from one
hundred and ten to one hundred and ninteen, who were above
the median in grade one, have a better than fifty-fifty
chance of remaining there while a child below the median
in grade one has only one chance in five of doing v;ork at
the median or above in grade six.
3. Children v/ith an Intelligence Quotient of ninety
to one hundred and line v/ho were above the nedian in grade
one, have four chances in six of remaining above that point,
while the children below the median in grade one have one
chance in nine of doiirg work* a j the median or above in
grade six.
4. Those four charts show tliat the influence of tlie
Intelligence Quotient Is significant in the prediction
of the relationship betv7eon the docile position of Reading
Age in grade one and tho decilo position of -Reading Grade
in grade six.
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Reconsideration Of Data
Since the relationship between the decile position
of Headlr-s nge in grade one and the decile position of
Reading Grade in grade six was still not as high as was
4
expected it seemed wise to consider other factors.
The two hundred and seven children had been schooled
under tho same Philosophy of Education, and taught the
same reading system. Tho only variable would.be in the
teaching in the eleven rooms in the six Elementary schools.
The next step seemed to be to make decile charts to
show the relationship between the decile position of
Heading Age in grade one and tho decile position of
Reading Grade in grade six for each of the six Elementary
Schools.
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CiLA^RT XI
THE RELaTIOIISHI? OF THE DECILE P03ITI0H
OP HEADING AGE III GRADE ONE AND THE DECILE
POSITION OP REviDIITG GH/JDE IN GRADE SIX
FOR SCHOOL A
Grade 6 Deciles
1 2 4 3 4 6 1 3 26
10 1 1 1 3
9 1 1 2
8 2 1 2 5
7 2 1 3
6 1 3 4
5 1 1 2
4 1 V 2
3
/
2 1
\
3
2
1 1 1
r 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 6 10 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart XI shows the relationship of the decile position
Reading Age in grade one and the decile position of
Reading Grade in grade six for school A*
There was but one child in the lower two deciles In
grade one. In grade six this child was in the ninth decile.
Tliere were two children in the third decile in grade
one. In grade six there v;as one child in each of the first
and fourth deciles.
Pour children were in the foiirth decile in grade one.
Three children grouped in the third, fourth, and fifth
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doclles in grade six. One child was in the tenth decile.
Seven children were belov; the median in grade one.
Five children, or seventy-one percent, reaained below this
point in grade six.
Ihree children were in the sixth decile in grade (xie.
One child was in each of the fourth, fifth, and tenth
deciles in grade six.
Four children were in the seven uh decile in grade one.
In grade six there were two children in each of the seventh
and eighth deciles.
Six children were in the eighth decile in grade one.
In grade six there were three children in deciles six, and
one child in each of the deciles three, seven and eight.
One child was in the ninth decile in both the first
and the sixth grades.
Three children were in the tenth decile in grade one.
Two children were in the eighth, and one child was in the
tenth decile in grade six.
Seventeen children were abov’-e the median in grade one.
Fifteen, or olghty-elght percent, of the chaldron remained
above the median in grade six.
Chart XI shows very positive relationship in School A
between the decile position of Reading Age in grade one
and the decile position of Reading Grade in grade six.
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CiL-iRT XII
RELATIONSHIP BET'wSEli THE DECILE POSITION
OF READING AGE III GRADE ONE A!TD TEE DECILE
POSITION -OF RESIDING GRADE IN GRADE SIX FOR
SCHOOL B
Grade 6 Deciles1255194485 42
10 I I I 3
9 1 113
8 2 2 4
7
6 1 1
5 12
2 1
2
1
13 8
1 5
4 111 3
3
2
112
2 1
116
3
1 k 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart XII shows the decile position of Hoadln^^ Age
in grade one and the docile position of Reading Grade in
grade six for School B.
There- was one child who was in the first decile in
both grade one and six.
Two children were in the second decile in grade one.
In grade six there was one child in each of the fifth and
sixth deciles.
Three children were in the third decile in grade one.
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Two children were in the second and one child was in the
third deciles in grade six*
Five children were in the third decile in grade one.
In grade six they ranged from one in the second to one
in the tenth decile. Three children of the five remained
belov/ the median of the class.
One child was in the fifth decile in grade one.
In grade six the child was in the third decile.
There were tv/elve children below the median in grade
one. Nine children, or seventy- five percent, remained
belov; tho median in grade six.
Fifty children were above the median in grade one.
Twenty-one, or seventy percent, remained above this point
in grade six.
Chart XII shows very positive relationship in
School B between Reading /vgo in grade one and Reading
Grade in grade six.
0m
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XIII
TiiE R.2LATI01JSiiI? 5E^V»25H TdE D2CILE POSITIOi;
OF HEADBIG AGE IH GRADE OWE AlTD THE DECILE
POSIT IOH OF REaDIHG GRADE IW GRADE SIX FOR
SCHOOL C
Grade 6 Deciles
1 2
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
7 7
T T
1
3T
2T
39
1
1
1 1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
r
1
1
2
6
5
3
2
3
6
3
2
2
3 I S S 7 S 3 iTJ Gr, 1 Deciles
Chart XIII shows the relationship between the decile
position of Reading *ige in grade one and the decile
position of Reading Grade in grade six for School C,
The entries on this chart show great range in all
deciles
.
Ninteen children \/ere below the median in grade one.
Twelve, or sixty- tiiree percent, of the children remained
below this point in grade six.
Twenty- one children wore above the median in grade one.
Twelve, or fifty-seven percent, remained above this point

In grade six.
It is significant to note that there v/ere t\?enty
cliildren below the median in grade one andrinteen
children below this point in grade si:r. Also that ninteen
children fell above the median in grade one and twenty-one
children v.ero above the median in grade six.
CHART XIV
THE RELATIONSHIP BET'VEIN THE DECILE
POSITION OP HEADIliG AGS IN GRADE ONE AND
THE DECILE POSITION OP HEADING GRADE IN
GRADE SIX FOR SCHOOL D
Grade 6 Deciles
3
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 ll
2
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
4T 391
1
2
1
1
5
1
3
2
2
2
2
6
9
7
8 9 10 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart XIV shows the relationship between the docile
position of reading age in grade one and the decile
position of Reading Grade in grade six for school D.
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Tiio scores on this chart ranged very low in grad© six.
Ten children were oqIcph th© isedian in grade one.
All ten children remained below this point in grade six.
Twenty-nine children v/ere above th© nedian in grad©
one. In grade six thirteen children, or thirty-three
percejit, renainod above this point.
It is significant to note that there were seven
children in the lower tiiree deciles in grade one. Twenty-
two children v;ore in the lower three deciles in grade six.
Ten children v/ere in the ninth and tenth deciles
in grade one. hight, or eighty percent of the children
remained above the median in grade six.
Hlnteen children were in deciles six, seven and eight
In grade one. Five children, or twenty-five percent
remained aba</e this point in grade six.
Because of the foregoing reasons, it is evident that
Chart XIV for School D has a trend that differs greatly,
namely, in that the low placement of the middle deciles
in grade six is not found in any of the other schools.
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CiLiRT XV
TIiS RELATIONSHIP BETATSK TliE DECILE
POSITION OP READING AC/E IN GRADE ONE TO
THE DECILE POSIT lOlI CP READING GRADE
III GRADE SIX FOP SCHOOL E
Grade 6 Deciles
1 1
10
9 1
8
7
6
5 1
d
1
1
1
2
oT 2
4
3
0
1
2
15
o 11
2
t 2 3 i E 6 7 S S TJTGr. 1 Deciles
Chart XV shov/s the relationship between the decile
position of Readin^^ ^ige in grade one and the decile
position of Reading Grade in grade six for school '’A",
The scores in this cliart range very high in grade six.
Ton children wore below the median in grade one. 2^
grade six eight children, or eighty percent, remained above
this point.
Fiv’e cliildren were above the i.iodian in grade one.
Four children, or eighty percent, remained above this point
in grade six.^
%<
It is significant to note the difference between
charts XIV and XV. In the fomer, the trend \7as low in
comparison v;lth the Schools A, B, and C. School E has
a trend that is much higher than any of the other schools
used in this study.
CHr'iBT XVI
THE RELATIONSHIP EJilT^VEEN THE DECILE
POSITION OP READING .iGE IN GR/iDS ONE AIID
THE DECILE POSITION OF HEADING GRADS IN
GRADE SIX IN SCHOOL ”F"
Grade 6 Deciles
2 4 5 8 4 3 1 8 2 3 40
10 1 i 1 3
9 1 1 1 5
8
\
CM 2
7 1 / 1 1 3
6 1 1 il 1 4
5 1 2 4 1 1 1 1 11
4 1 2 1 1 0
3 2 2 1 5
2
,
1 2 1 2 4
1 2 4 e g' s G 1(5 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart X\^I shows the relationship between the decile
position of Heading Age in grade one and the decile
position of Reeding Grade in the sinth grade in School ”P”.
Eleven children were in the first three deciles in
grade one. In grade six seven children centered in deciles
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four and five. One v/PvS in each of the sixth and eighth
deciles. T^^'o children were in decile one.
Tr/onty-three children w re below the median In grade
one. Blghtoen children, or seventy-eight percent,
remained below this point in grade six.
Seventeen children were above the median in grade one.
Ten children, or fifty-nine percent, remained above this
point in grade six.
Chart X^/I for School ''F'* establishes positive
relationship between Heading Age in grade one and Reading
Orade in grade six.
Svaluaticn Of Charts ^a, XII. XIII. XIV
. ^ ;md XVI .
Tlie similar trend In Charts XI, XII, XIII and XVI
and the dissimilar trend of Cimrts XIV, and XV brought
forth the question of equal potential abilities within
the six Elementary schools. '.Vith this in mind a
distribution of Intelligence Quotients was made.
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TiYBLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF IITTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
POP. THE SIX; SLEKENTARY SCHOOLS
I. Q. School "A” t.£tt Mp!
150
145 1 1 2 1
140 1 1
135 1 1 2 2 3
130 7 1 6 3 2 10
125 9 8 7 5 3 15
120 6 11 7 7 5 16
115 9
_9_ 13 5 9
110 11 5 9 20 2 13
105 10 6 11 10 4 2
100 5 1 4 8 2 4
95. 7 4 4 3 2
90 1 1 1 3
85 3 3 2
80 1 1
75
Table I shows the Intelligence Quotient distribution •
for the six Elementary schools. The Intelligence Quotient
Is based on the Stanford-Benet test given by the same
examiner during the year In Kindergarten.
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In Table I the nedian Intelligence Quotient for
schools "A”, "D", and ”F” is one hundred and ten.
Schools "B*’, "C" and "E” have a median Intelligence
Quotient of one hundred and fifteen. This proves that
the median Intelligence Quotient in all six Elementary
schools Y/as between 110 and 115.
Because of the data of Table I it seems evident that
the Potential abilities in all schools were nearly equal.
The children in the six Elementary schools were
schooled under the same philosophy of education, taught
the same reading system and have approximately the same
median Intelligence Quotient. The only other variable
was the teaching in the schools. This fact must have
caused the high trend in school *'E" and the low trend
in school "D"
.
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TABLE II
SmMARY OF DECILE CHARTS XI THROUGH XVI
School
Above
Gr.I
Median
Gr.VI %
Belo^v Median
Gr.VI %
Below
Gr.I
Median
Gr.VI
Above
Gr.VI
Media
tf
"A" 17 15 88 2 12 7 5 72 2 28
"B” 30 21 70 9 30 12 9 75 3 25
20 12 57 8 43 19 12 64 7 36
"D" 29 13 44 16 56 10 10 100 0 0
"E" 5 4 80 1 20 10 2 20 8 80
It pit 17 10 59 7 41 23 17 74 6 26
Table II is a summary of docile chartsi XI through XVI.
1
It shows that:
!• In school "D” only forty-four percent of the
children above the median in grade one remained there in
grade six while the percentage who remained above the
median in the other five schools ranged from fifty-seven
to eighty-eight percent.
2. In school "D” one hundred percent of the children
who were below the median in grade one remained there in
grade six. In schools ”C" and ”F", the percent
of children who were below the median in grade one and
remained there in grade six ranged frcan sixty-four to
seventy- five percent.
3. In school ”E” only twenty percent of the children
who were below the median in grade one remained there in
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grade six.
4. The trend is very similar for schools "B",
and ”P”, in that positive relationship was sho\m
between Reading Age in grade one and Reading Grade in
grade six.
5. The trend in school although similar to
the others in grade one, runs very low in grade six and
does not resemble that of any of the other schools in
the study.
6. The trend in school "E" runs very high in grade
six and does not resemble that of any other school in the
study.
7. In examining the discrepancies in those trends
and considering the histories of the schools over this
period of time, it appeared that a change of teachers in
school "D", and an exceptional amount of change in pupil
personnel in school "S’* coupled with unusual absence in
school during grade one caused by contageous diseases
made the findings in these schools seem unrepresentative
either of their usual v/ork or of the town as a whole.
8. In cons'deration of the above facts it seems
evident that for reasons beyond our control schools
and "E" are no longer of statistical value.
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AND "P”
Grade 6 Deciles
CHART XVII
THE RELATIONSHIP BET-.-'.^N THE DECILE
POSITION OF RE;iX>ING AGS IN GR.\DE ONE
AND THE DECILE POSITION OF READING GRADE
IN grade SIX FOR SCHOOLS "A", ”B”, "C"
4 7 17 21 9 23 12 23 14 13
10 5 g 1 3 3 14
9 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 11
8 3 2 5 1 2 14
7 1 4 3 3 3 14
6 1 1 2 1 4 1 4 2 3 19
5 1 2 3 6 1 4 1 2 1 2 23
4 1 2 5 1 1 1 2 1 1 15
3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 15
2 2 1 1 1 5
1
^
1 1 3 2 2 1 3 13
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gr.
143
Chart XVII shcr?/s the relationship between the decile
position of Reading Age in grade one and the decile
position of Reading Grade in grade six for schools "A”,
”B", ”S” and "P"
.
Fifty-eight children were I elow the median in grade
one. Forty-throe, or seventy-four percent of the children,
remained below this point in grade six.
Eighty-five children were above the median in grade
one. Fifty-seven children, or sixty-seven percent, remained
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above that position in grade six.
In conblning these figures there were one hundred
forty-three children in the class. One hundred fifteen,
of seventy-eight percent of the class did not change
position in relation to the median.
Further study to determine the relationship between
the decile position of Reading Age in grade one and the
decile position of Reading Grade in grade six limits it-
self to decile chart XVII.
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T/^LE III
AHOUITT OF VARIATION IN PLACEIrllITTT OP DECILES
Decllos
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 4-1 *2 +3 f4 -45 +6 ^74849110
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
2
2
2
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
4
1
3
2
1
3
2
2
4
0
6
5
1
1
3
1
1
3
2
1 2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
T'g 5‘51i?T81S SST5~T-'4' 3 1 el'22
1 40 X 1
2 30 X 2
3 18 X 3
4 13 X 4
5 9x5
6 7x6
7 _5 X 7
122
143
s 40
a 60
r 54
a 52
= 45
a 42
= ^
338 X Total Displacements
*^19 m Same Decile
/ 357 a Total Chances
2.5 s Average Displacement
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Table III was developed to show the amount of
variation in placement between the decile position of
Reading Age in grade one and the decile position of
Reading Grade in grade six as shown in decile chart XVII.
Table III shows that: 1. One hundred and forty-
three children entered in decile chart XVII. One himdred
and tv/enty-two were not in the same decile in both grades
one and six.
2. Nlnteen children or thirteen percent remained
in the same decile in both grades.
3. Forty children, or thirty-six percent varied one
decile between grade one and grade six.
4. Thirty children or twenty percent, varied two
deciles between grade one and six.
5. Eighteen children varied three deciles between
grade one and six.
6. The number of children that varied more than three
deciles totals thirty-five.
7. It is proper to allow the variation of one decile
for error in testing. Therefore, fifty-nine children, or
fofty-one percent, remained in the same decile in both
the first and the sixth grade.
8. One hundred and seven children, or seventy-four
percent of the children, did not vary over three deciles
between grade one and grade six.
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9. The average displacement betv/een the decile
position of Reading Age in grade one and the decile
position of Reading Grade in Grade six is 2*5 deciles.
CH.^T XVIII
TEE RELxlTIOKSEI? BETIYESII TEE DECILE
POSITION OP READING AGE IN GRADE ONE
AND THE DECILE POSITION OF READING
GRADE IN GRADE SIX FOR THE 54 CHILDREN
WITH AN I.Q. OF 120 AlH) ABOVE IIT
SCHOOLS A, B, C, AND F.
Grade 6 Deciles4245 12 6867 54
10 1 S 1 § ^ 8
2 11 2
1
*1! 2 S ? 5 S 7 8 9 T5”Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart XVIII shows the relationship between the decile
position of Reading Age in grade one and the decile position
of Reading Grade in grade six for the 54 children who have
an I. Q. of 120 and above in schools A, B, C, and F.
There were 15 children bclov; the median in grade one,
seven or 46^ of the children were below the median in
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grade six.
There v/ere 39 children above the median in grade one,
thirty-one or of the children remained above the
median in grade six.
There were 21 children in the upper three deciles
in grade one, seventeen or 80/^ remained above the median
in grade six.
CH/d?T XEC
THE RELATIONSHIP BETATIEI^ THE DECILE
POSITION OF READING AGE IN GRADE ONE
AND THE DECILE POSITION OF RE<\DING
GRADE IN GRADE SIX FOR THE 45 CHILDREN
WITH AND I.Q. PROM 110 TO 119 IN
SCHOOLS A, B, C ALT) F.
Grade 5 Deciles27 14 622553 45
10 3 1 1 5
9 1 113
8 1113
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gr.l Deciles
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Chart XIX shows the relationship between the decile
position of reading age in grade one and the decile
position of reading grade in grade six for the 45 children
who have an I.Q. from 110 to 119 in schools A, B, C and P*
There were 28 children below the median in grade one.
Twenty-three or 82>3 of the children remained below the
median in grade six.
There were 17 children above the median in grade one.
Eleven or 64^ of the children remained above the median
in grade six.
There v;ere 13 children in the upper three deciles
in grade one. Kine or 69^ of the children remained
above the median in grade six.
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CHART XX
THIi; RELj-iTIOHSIilP BETVHSN THE DECIIE
POSITION OP READING AGE IN GRADE ONE
AlTD THE DECILE POSITION OP RE/kDING
GxRADE IN GR.IDE SIX POR THE 43 CHILDREN
WITH AN I.Q. FROM 90 TO 109 IK
SCHOOLS A, B, C AND P.
Grade 6 Deciles
4 3 6
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
9
T
1
2
1
_
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
2
9
6
6
5
2
6
43
123456789 10 Gr. 1 Deciles
Chart XX shoivs the relationship between the decile
position of Reading Age in grade one and the decile
position of Reading grade in grade six for the 43 children
v/lth an I.Q. from 90 to 109 in schools A, B, C and F.
There were 18 children below the median in grade one.
Thirteen or 72^ of the children remained below the median
in grade six.
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There were 25 children above the median in grade one.
Thirteen or 52% of the children remained above the median
in grade six.
There were 14 children in the upper tiiree deciles
in grade one. Nine or 66% of the children remained above
the median in grade six.
There were only two children in schools A, B, C and P
v/ith an I.Q. below 90. The decile position of these
would seem to be of no importance.
Summary Of Charts XVIII , XIX And XX
Charts XVIII, XIX, and XX which show the relation-
ship between the decile position of Reading Age in grade
one and the decile position of Reading Grade in grade six
at three Intelligence quotient levels show that:
1. In the group with an I.Q. of 120 and above;
a. The children below the median in grade one
have a fifty-fifty chance of doing better than median
work in grade six.'
b. The children above the median in grade one
have eight chances in ten of remaining there in grade six.
2. In the group with an I.Q. from 110 to 119;
a. The children belo’^r the median in grade one
have one chance in eight of doing better than median work
in grade six.
b. The children above the median in grade one
have six out of ten chances of remaining there in grade six.
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3. In the group with an I.Q, from 90 to 109:
a. Children below the median in grade one have
one chance in seven of doing better than median v^ork in
grade six.
b. children above the median in grade one have
*
about a fifty-fifty chance of remainirig there in grade six.
The study thus far has not delt directly with the
importance of the intelligence quotient which was the
second part of the original problem.
It did not seem reasonable to omit those children
who repeated a grade but v/ere still in the system, in
consideration of the part which the intelligence quotient
plays in prediction, Table IV was prepared to show the
distribution of the intelligence quotient among the
repeaters.
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T^iBLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OP INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
i FOR THE 26 CHILDREN TdO V.ERE IN GRADE
ONE IN 1939 BUT HAVE REPEATED ONE YEAR
AITD ARE BEHIND THE CLiiSS vVHICH WAS
USED IN THE STUDY.
I.Q. N\:miber of Children
140
135 1
130
125
120
115 1
110 4
105 6
100 2
95 7
90 3
85 2
8 0
Table IV shows the distribution of the intelligence
quotients for the 26 childTen who were in the first grade
in 1939 but have repeated one year and are behind the
class which was used for this study.
There was one child with an I.Q. of 135
There v/as one child with an I.Q. of 115.
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There \vere four children v/ith an I.Q. of 110.
There v?ere six children with an I.Q. of 105.
There were two children with an I.Q. of 100.
There were seven children v/lth an I.Q. of 95.
There were tliree children with an I.Q. of 90.
Tliere were two children with an I.Q. of 85.
It should bo noted that only two children with an
I.Q. above 110 havo repeated.
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TABL2 V
‘niii ACHi3VjX2rrr oi’ sixth o.i;iPE
THE I.Q. ESTCLS.
120 I,Q, and Above
. Class n’nt Total
-
I^6r 3 Docllos 24 • 24 43
.fcove Itedion 30 1 40 72
Below Kodlan 16 0 15 £7
Lower 3 Decllee 3 0 3 5
110-119 I.Q.
Hof!. Class n*Dt Total
Upper 3 Docllea 11 0 11 22
Above I’edlan 16 0 16 32
Below Hcdlan £9 5 34 68
La?er 3 Deciles 18 4 22 44
0 0-109 I. Q.
P.o^^ Class K«pt Total
Dp:'er 5 Deciles 7 0 7 11
Above llodlan 18 0 18 30
Belov? Lodljin 25 18 43 70
Lo?for 3 Docllos 13 17 30 50
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Toblo V allows the paaciinr- achievement at the end
of grade six for the children who were In grade one In
1939 and vere In the eyatem In 1944. This incliides data
drawn from Charts XVIII, XIX, XX and Table IV.
In the (gro\ip of children with an I.Q* of 120 and above
t
There were 24 or 4^-^ in the upper thro© deciles
in grade six.
There v?ere 40 or al>ove the median in grade six.
There wore 15 children who reached the sixth grade
and 1 repoater, rtahing a total of 16 children, or 29%
below the .median in grade six.
There wore tliroe children, or &%, in the loiter
three deciles in grade six.
The on© repeating pupil whose I.Q. was in this grorip
Insplto of hia loivor grade placertont was reading above
the median.
In the gro'ip of 50 children with an I.Q. from 110 to 119
j
There were 11 or 22% In the upper thro© deciles in
grade six.
There ivero 16 children or 32^ above the median In
grade six.
There were 29 children in the regular class and 5
repeaters, making a total of 34 children bolov/ the :medlan
In grade six.
There were 10 children in the regular class and 4
ropoaters, raalclng a total of 28 children In the lower
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three deciles In rrade six.
«
In the group of 60 children with an I.Q* trm. 90 to 109s
There wore 7 or 11:1^3 of the chllclron In th© up:?or
throo deciles In grade six.
There v;ere 18 or dOf^ of tho chlldi*on above the niedlan
In gre-do six.
Tlioro ^Yoro £6 of th© regular class and 10 repoators
Halting a total of 43 or 70;^ of the children r-elow the
medlcn In grade six.
Thero were 13 of the regular class and 17 repeaters
naklng a total of 30 childron x^ho were in tho lo;-er three
deciles In grade six.
Prod the30 finding it Is apparent that the
intelltsenoe quotient Is one of the nost lnpor»tant foctora
In predicting achlcvenient in reading.
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CQIlCLDSIOl^S
1* ?/bat does rslativQ rank In reading achlevoi:i«nt
,
GS fihosm by standiird test ©cores at tl*e end of grade one,
predict as to roadl:^ placement in grade six?
2* Is the Intelligence ,uotiont a more reliable
prediction for relative placement?
5. Does the consideration of l>oth first grade
achievement, as shor;/n by standard testa, and tli©
Intolllgenco quotient increase the accuracy of prediotlcsn?
The st’udy wus made by using the standard ac^.ieveclent
and tntelligonc© tost rosults t!\at were available In
the files of the Ouldanco dop^rtnont for the children
in the elementary schools for the period froi5 1939 to
and including 1944# Docile charts were made to ahofw the
relationship between the decile position of reading age
In grade one and the deoil© position of reading grade in
•Tade six*
The decile charts !:3entloned above were divided to
show the relationship of tho decile posltlcxi of readlxig
age in grade on© end the decile position of reading grade
in grade six at tho following Intelligence • Quotient levels
s
1* The children having an I.Q. of 120 and above#
2 * ITie children having an I#Q* of 110 to 119#
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3* rh* children having an I.Q. frosn 90 to 109.
4.
The children having an I.Q. of 89 aasd belo^v.
#
The follcRving staten5enta siimarlze the findingc
brou{^^ht out through a otijdy of the decile charts i
1. There were 58 childx^n below the siedian in
grade one. 43 or 74x of the children resiainod below
the raodian in grade six*
2. There 85 children above the raedlan In grade
one. 57 or 67^ of the children romained abovo tiie median
in grad© six.
3. There were 115 or 78^' of the children did
not change tholr position ftn relation to the r.jodlan
in grades one and six.
4. llaero v/ere 19 children or 13^ who z*eniain0d ii'x
the sane decile in both grade oeio and grade six.
5. There ware 40 children or 36;- vdio varied one
decile placo in grades ono and six.
6. There were 59 ohlldi'en or 41;<ij wliooe positi<m
varied less than two deciles In grades one and six.
7. There f/ere 89 children or 03^i whose position
varied lose than th.roe deciles in grades one and six.
8. 7bje average dlsplacoaent vstxs 2.5 deciles.
9. In the group with an I.*’’, tror. 90 to 109 1
a. chtldron below the medlai: in grade one have
one chance in seven of doing nodian work or
above in grade six.
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b. the ohlldi-en above the fsedlas have about
a fifty-fifty chance of remaining there*
10* In the groiip with an I#Q» fr«rt 110 to 110s
a* 'fhe children bolo\9 the ciedlas in grade one
have one clicnce in elglit of doing median
work <yr bettor in grade else*
b. the children above the median In grade on©
Imvo six out of ten cliancoa of r^nainirsg
there in grade six.
11. The children with an of 120 and above s
a* tho children belov; the median in grade on®
have six chances in ten of doing bettor
than average work In grad© six.
b. tJ:ie children above tho median In grade one
have eight c?im:ices in ton of remalntiig t^-.ore
in ,-^ado six*
12# In t3ie group with an I.Q* of 120 and above
s
a* There \7ore 43/? of the children in the vn er
three deciles in grad© six.
b. There *^ero 70iv' of the children above the
nedlan In grade six.
c* Tnere v.ero 29;^ of tho clilldren bolo^ the
riediai'i in grade eix.
d, T;ier© were 6;'^ of the children In the louver
tliroo deciles.
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13* In th© group with an I.Q. from 110 to 119?
a* Tnevo were S2^ of the children in the
upper three decilea In grade aix.
b* There were of the children above the
:r:0dlan in grad© six.
c. There were 68^^ of the children below tlio
nodian in grade six.
d. There were 43/j of the children In the lower
tliToe deciles In grade six.
14. In the group with an I."^. fro3 90 to 109s
a. There were ll;^5 of the ohlidren in the lippor
tliPee cleoiles in ^rado six.
b. There Vr*ere 30‘^ of the children above the
riodicn In grade aix.
c. There were 70,^» of the children belw/ tlie
inodian in grace six.
d. 'There were 50^e of the children. In tli© loivor
tliroe deciles in grade oix.
what does rolatlvo rank in reading achievenont as
shown by st^indard teat scoi'os at the end of grad© one,
predict as to reading plaoei-isnt in grade six?
1. aeventy-foor percent of ti:o children who v/ere
below tiie aedian iii grade one renalnod there
In grade six.
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2* Slxty-BQven percent of the children above
t^i© aedian in (?rad© one ronialned above this point
In grade six.
3. Govonty-olght percent of tlie children did not
change their position in relation to the nediim
in grades oa© and six.
4. Thirteen percent ronained in the same decile In
both grad© on© and six.
5. Tl.irty-six percent of th© children varied but
on© decile position in grade one and grade six.
6. Si. ty-three percent of th© children varied less
than throe deciles in grade one and grad© six.
7. Ill© average dlsplacer.i©nt of all children In the
study was 2.6 deciles.
Is the intelligence quotiont a :oro reliable
prediction for relative achlovenent?
1. In th© group with an I.Q. of 120 and above*
a. Tliere v.-ere 70;i? of tii© children above the
median in grade six.
b. There were 43;^ of the children In the
hdlgliost three deciles in grade six.
c. There were 29;^ of the children below the
median in grade six.
d. Tiiore v;©r© 6,^ of the children in the lower
three deciles In grade six.
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2. In the groi^ with an I.Q. from 110 to 119i
a. There were 32>> of the ch Idren above the
median in grade six*
b. There were 22)i of the children In the tipr»er
three deciles in grade six.
c* There iirere 68> of the children belov? the
nedi€wi in grade six.
d* There were 43^ of the children in the lower
three deciles in grade six.
3. In the group with an I.Q. from 90 to 109t
a. There were 30;
j
of the children above tlie
median in grade six.
b. Tliere '.^ere 11^ of the children In the upper
tJiree deciles in grade six.
c. There vTore 70;^ of the children below the
median in grade six.
d. There were 50>& of the children in the lower
three deciles In grade six.
t •
Does the consideration of both first grade reading
achievement as siiown by standard teste, and the Intelligence
quotient increase the acc’U’aeyt
1. In the group with an I.Q. of 120 and above
i
a. The children bolo^v* the median in grad© one
have six cliances in ten of doing bettor
than median work in grade six.
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b* Th« children above the taodian la j-rade one
bavo slfjht choncos la ten of resaalning above
the isedliJii in oradte ol:^.
In the grou^ elth an I*n* frc«s 110 to 1X9
j
8« the children beXoi^r the njodian in nrado
cmo have on© chance In eight of doing bettor
t^ien oedlan ^ork la grade ©lx*
hm The children above the aedlan la nrade Oi^iO
tuxvo aix o^mnoes la ten of reoalniag t!'cre
in grade fllx«
3* In the group with an X*v:»* of trm 90 to 109*
&« The c^;ildren belo? the r^dica la grade one
have one o^ aac© in seven of doing bettor
than riiedlaa work In grade six*
b* The children sbovo the siedlon la grade one
have a fifty-fifty ci^onco of renalnlng t!'ore
In gr^de six*
In ausia.5ftry wo noj acy that*
X* fieXctlvc rasik of a pupil in reading la r;rade mo
tmder preseat :!sethod« of toachlni? X© a general Indication
of th© place;aont of that puplX la gr&do six* Four out
of five children did not change their position in relation
to th© irjodlan* This f ctor oXoa© la not exact enough to
detor'^ire pvtxiotim hovtever, for 37^ did ciiange their
poaltlcm txm?o %hm three deciles*
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£ Th® Intolllgenc© quotient has valuable contri-*
butlons to :;ak© In prediction# Above th© I#Q* of 120,
705<> of the children were above the !a©dlsn in grade six
regardless of first grade placoacnt# Belcr<&' 120 the I#Q*
Is progressively of loos value ao it approaches 90#
For pupils with an I#Q. below 90 this study has little
to offer as the nmsber throiighout the system was too
snail to bo of any statistical significance eapocially
as tbia gro'.ip Included oevoral who under conploto study
denonstrated to bo unstable and tiierefore oven the
validity of the I#iJ# was quost'Jonabl©.
3* The combination of the Intolligenoe quotient
and roading aob-iovonont at th© end of grade one is
more reliable for prediction than either of the other
two alone. The weighing of tho footoro should be varied
according to tlie Intelllge)nce quotient lovel* A pupil
with an I*^# of 120 or above who is above tho median in
grade one la more likely to remain there in grade six#
A pupil who is below the Liedian in grade one has a
fifty-fifty chance of doing work above the median level
in grade six# In contrast to this group is th© 90 to 109
intelligence group where a pupil above the median in rade
on© has a corresponding fifty-fifty cb.arioe of renaining
t:iere In grade six, while a pupil below tlie taedlan in
grade 0!io is aa sure of renaining in the lo%?er half of
tho class in grade six aa was the child witii an I.Q.
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of 120 or a’oovo of regaining above the median in grade
six.
These same findings are born out with the middle
group, (110-119), V.li0re the reading placement is the
most important factor less than 25^ of the group changed
their position in relation to the median in grades
one and six. Considering that the median I.Q. falls in
this group it Is impossible to know whether this is due
to the relative placement in the class or pure
Intelligence level. A similar study carried out in a
tov/n whore the median I.Q. v/as 100 or below would be
necessary to determine this dis,tribution.
Sw:.?Aestions for Further Study
In any study such as this there are always .:any
areas in -v^ich further study is needed, such as further
Individual case studies of the children where variation
was apparent. It would be Interesting to know how this
group differed from those following normal trends in:
1. The amount of absence from school.
2. Physical handicaps.
3. Sociological factors such as broken hcsnes and
economic strain present to a degree greater than
in the other group.
4. Did the children who improved their status have
special advantages such as tutoring or remedial
reading.
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5. vVhat part do chance conibinations of teachers
such as a balance between formal and progressive
types play in some cases.
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